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Let G be a locally compact abelian group, r be its dual group, and M(G) 
be the Banach algebra of all regular complex measures on G. A compact 

subset P of G is called a Kronecker set (=K駒田t) if every modular continuous 

function on P is uniformly approximable (= u-approximable) by continuous 

characters of G. P is called a Helson set if for someε>0 and each μεM(P) 

(H, e) sup I ¥ r( -x)dp. (x)民 ε 1Ip.1I， where 11μ11=1μ I(P) 
rEr iJ G 

If P is a K-set, P has the property (H, l). W. Rudin asked in [1] whether 

the property (H, 1) implies that P is a K-set, and 1. Wik [2] and R. Kaufman 

[3] show counter examples. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem which is 

a characterization of the set with the property (H, 1). 

Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, P be a metrizable 

compact subset of G. Then P satisfies (H, 1) グ and only if the folloτ:ving conｭ
ditions are satis.fied. 

1) For every finite subset {xo, xl> x 2,…,x n } of P, {xo-x[> xo-x2, XO-x3, 
…,Xo-Xn } is a K-set. 

2) For each p.E Jv!(P), there exist φen subsets C. in P and Xo E P such 

that 

a) C1コGコC3コcコ…ヨ Xo

b) lim 1μ1 (Ci) = 1μ1 {xo} 

c) Every closed subset of P-Ci (i= 1, 2, 3,…) is a K-set. 

Later we show an example which shows that a closed subset of a K-set 

is not always a K-set. 

Notations. Throughout this paper, G is used to denote a locally compact 

abelian group. we call a Borel set with the property (H, 1) a (H, l)-set, and 
by characters we mean continuous characters of G. T , C(G) is used to denote 

the group of all complex numbers of absolute value 1, and the set of all conｭ
tinuous functions on G respectively. Let g be a function on G and P be 
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a subset of G, then by glP , we mean the restriction of g to P. 

Definition. We call a compact subset P of G a K'-set, if for each 

modular continuous function g on P there exists ßε T such that 向 IS uｭ

approximable by characters. 

Lemma 1. Let B be a (H, l)-set in G, and g be a modular continuous 

function on B. Then for each μEM(B) and {�.: ò包 >0， i=1 ,2,3,…}, there 
exist ßε T， and open subsets Ci in B such that 

J 1) 
l 2) 

Proof. 

(1. 1) 

and we have 

(1. 2) 

|μ1 (Ci) <品， C1コ C2 コ C3コ cコ…，

g゚IB-Ci is u-ajぅ.proximable by characters. (i=1 ， 2 ， 丘一)

Since B is a (H， l)・set， there exist 71Er and alε T for which 

La戸〆川α肉吋叫17ιr九1( 一x) 仰州)d仰州州l，u凶川Fμ州州11引I(x) =1)レLレレJJ山r九1 (ト一x) σ仰州(伊同Z司)dl州
2ミ三 l ，uμ1 (B)一 1/β32

L [l-Re{α171 (-x)g(x)}] dl μ| 豆 U

Put A1= {xEB: 1-Re[α171 (-x)g(x)]>1/16} Then from the relation 

|μ1 (A1) ・ (1/16)< 1/32, we have 1μ1 (A1)< 1/2. On the other hand, the relation 

(1. 3) 1-Re[α川 (xεB-A1 ) 

glves 

(1. 4) 
1
1m [α171 (一川ド 1削7 (xεB-A1) 

and hence 

(但1. 5町) I付九川山州1バμ(伊凶Z司)ト一町附σ州 豆到守i卜1-Rん叫e[ト叫州17ιT九川1刊(ト川M一づ叫Z刈羽川)ほ川σ引(判斗叶]トl」y)+刊中l同叫b加叫n[十[トα吋叫17ιT九ト1
=豆玉 1ν/16+ 1υ/2-'./互τ一<1/ρ2 (伊z説εB一A1)

In the same way, we get open subsets Ai of B , 7iEr, 向ε T (i=2， 3， 4， ・・・)

such that 

(1. 6) 
( [1作r巾刷(何同Z司)一叫川州g引仰州山(伊例Z羽)

l ，uμ11 (Ai) < 1υ/2包

(xεB-A包)

Let ni be positive inetegers such that 

(1. 7) 
じl<:<n304<

。

|μI( U Ak)<ム (i= 1, 2, 3,…) 

(i= 1, 2, 3,…) 
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Choose a subsequence {ajJ of {α.} which converges to some ゚ E T. Then if 

we put U Ak = C. (i = 1, 2, 3,…), y゚ I B -C is u・approximable by characters, 

and the lemma is proved. 

Proposition 2. Let P be a C01ηrpact metrizable (H, l)-set in G. Then 

for each μεM(丹， there exist open subsets C. in P such that 

1) C1コ C2コ C3コG コ…，

2) lim Iftl (C.) = 0 , 

3) Every closed subset of P-C. (i = 1, 2, 3,…) is a K' -set. 

Proof. Since P is metrizable, C(P) has a countable dense subset with 

問spect to sup-norm, say ぴhんん…}. Put B.= {xεP: 1/2< If.(劫 I <3/2} 
(i= 1, 2, 3,…), and since B. is also (H, l)-set, by Lemma 1 there exist open 

subsets Cij in B. and i゚E T such that 

( Iftl (Cij) <1/2Hj , C.nコ C2コC3コ Ci4 コ…，

(2. 1) ¥ t:J .r 11 .r 1!1J _ r' :~.. ~~~_~..:~~1-.1~ 1-... ~1-.~_~~..~_~ (i,j = 1, 2,…) I ゚d.Ilf.IIB.-Cij is u-approximable by characters. 

Put Cj = U Cij , and we have 

(2.2) IμI (Cj) < 1/2j (j= 1, 2, 3,…), C1コGコGコG コ….

Let D be a closed subset of P-Cj , and y be a modular continuous 

function on D. We can extend y to a continuous function Yl on P and 

there exists a sequence of positive integers nb n2, n3, ・・・， such that 

(2.3) 11λi-Y1II ∞ <2-i (i= 1, 2, 3,…) 

and n゚" ßnρι.'ι‘，…， converge to some ßε T. If e > 0, then there exist 
a positive integer k and rεr such that 

lip-pnk|<S/42k<ε/4 

Ir(x) -゚nﾆfn" (x)/Iん叫<ε/4 何ηーCj)
From (2. 3), BηコD， and hence Bn" -CjコD.

(2.4) 

From (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain 

(2.5) ε/4>2-k> 11ん一叫ミ|ん(x)I-1 (xED) 

and hence 

(2.6) Ißnl.fn"(x)-ßnkfn，，叫
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From (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) we have 

(2. 7) I ゚ g (x)一山) ;三PW)-P4x)|+!PJZ)一九fnA(x)J

+1んム(x)-ßnノム (X)/[ム (X) 十戸n;ん (x)/ム (X)J I(z)| 

三三 ε/4+ε/4+ε/4+ξ/4=ε (ヱモ D)

Since ε> 0 can be arbitrary small, this proves that D is a K' -set. 

Lemma 3. Let Q be a compact subset of Gラ側d su悼ose evely closed 

subset of Q is a K' -set. 1f evely modula1' consta;叫 f附ction on Q is uｭ

appro.rimable by char.αcte1's， th倒的e1'ツ closed subset of Q is a K-set. 

Proof Let Ql be a closed subset of Q, and Q be the set of all con・

tinuous functions on Ql which are u-approximable by characters. Thenρ 

form a group with respect to multiplication. Let 9 be a modular continuous 

function on Ql , then there exists αε T such thatασερ， and constant function 

αερancl soα1ασ=σε Q. This proves that Ql is a K-set. 

Lemrn凪 4. Let Q be a coη'lPact subset of G， ωzd su砂ose eve1'y closed 

subset of Q is a K'哨，t. Then fo1' eve;γッ pai1' (V, K), where V is open in Q、

K is co叫Pαct a，ηdQコ VコK 、 eithe1' of the foll07.山:ng a) 01' 杭 is t:γue. 

a) Eve7ツ closed subset of Q-V is a K-set. 

b) Ev的机odula1' continuous function lz on Q-(V-K) of the form 

(4.1) 
I 1 : X モ Q-V

h(x) = { 
1 c : x E K. whe1'e c E T 

lS u-αをやroxirnable by characters. 

Proof. Let σbe a modular continuous function on Q such that 

{α x ε Q-V 

(4.2)σ (x) ニ{ 1 : x ぞ K

I * : x ε V-K， where αε T and αis of in五nite order. 

Then there exists E゚ T such that g゚ is u-approximable by characters. 

a) If α戸 is of inf�ite order, then every moclular constant function on 
Q -V is u-approximable by characters, ancl by lemma 3 every closed subset 

of Q-V is a K-set. 

b) If αß is of 五nite order, then there exists a positive integer rn such 

that (αß)加工 1 ， so the function 

|11-xモQ-V
(4.2) (ßg)叫 (x) 二 i

iQ-(V-K)" 1 ゚'" : xεK 
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is u-approximable by characters. Since ß"ιis of in五nite order, the function 
of the form (4.1) is u-approximable by characters, and the lemma is proved. 

Proposition 5. Let P be a compact metrizable (H, l)-set in G. Then 

for each pE Jl.f(P) , either of the following a) or b) is truι 

a) There exist 01うen subsets Ci in P and XoEP such that 

1) PコC1コGコGコC4 コ・・・ヨ Xo ，

2) lim Ipl (C;) = IμI {xo}, 

3) Every closed subset of P -C, (i = 1, 2, 3,…) is a K圃set.

b) There exist open subsets Ci in P such that 

1) PコC1コ C)2コ C3コCコ…，
2) lim Ipl (Ci) = 0 , 

3) Every closed subset of P-ç乞 (i= 1, 2, 3,…) is a K・set.

Proof. By Prop. 2 there exist open subsets C: of P such that 

( C; 二)C~コ C~コ C~コ…，

(5. 1) ~ lim IμI(C;J = 0 

l Every closed subset of P-C~ (i = 1, 2, 3，・ー) is a K' -set. 

Put Q:= .P-C;, then we have P-n C~ = u Q: , Q;cQ~cQ~cQ~ c …, 

and every closed subset of Q~ is a K'-set. For each xεu Q~ ， put 

(5.2) mx = 叫[{O} U {i: x E Q~ and 閃ry closed subset of Q~ which 

don't contain x is a K-set} 

Case 1. Suppose there exists x，。 ε 日p;for which m%= ∞. Then there 

exist a sequence of open subsets Ut in P such that 

J Ul~U2コ仏コ仏コ・・ 3xo

1 ~~~IμI(仏)= IμI {xo} 
(5.3) 

If we set Ci=(C;UUi) (i=1 , 2, 3, …) we have a). 

Case 2. Next consider the case mx <∞ for all xεu Q~. 1n this case, 

we can correspond to each xεu Q; an open neiberhood Ux of x in P such 
j~l 

that for every triple (Q; , U, K), where jε {mx+1， mx+2, m x+3, …}, U is an 

open subset in UxnQ; and K is a compact subset of U, the case b) of the 
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Lemma 4. is true. 

Case 2. a. Suppose the set {mx: X E jU 1 Q~} is not bounded. Then we 

can choose 弔εu Q~ and open ne1berhoods Vi of Xi in P such that 
j~l 

(5, 4) 
(U21何旬刊<mx，く，

|μI (Vi)<2-i (i= 1, 2, 3,…) . 

If we put Cj=C~uCQ片山よ九)， then we h町 the c蹴 b)

C仰 2. b. Fi叫

case, we can suppose without 10ss of genera1ity that mx = 0 for all X モ uQし

∞ 

Since Q~ is compact, we can choose a sequence X)) X 2, X 3, ・・・ ε uQ; and an 
i=l 

increasing sequence of positive integers tb t2, t3, ・・・， such that 

(5.5) 
(1M3Z}叫

UXi=>Q~ 
(ん =1 ， 2， 3...)

Since μis regu1ar, we can choose compact subsets K~') such that 

( K(?)c UXinQ~ (i= 1, 2,… , tη ， n=1 , 2, …) , 

(5. 6) ~ Q1CQ2CQ3CQ4CQ5 C ..., 

11imlμI(仏)= Iμ I(P) 

where Qη=pirTh) ， ι。=ゆ(円以)
By the property of Uム every modu1ar constant function on Qηis u-approxiｭ

mab1e by characters, and by Lemma 3 every closed subset of Qn is a K-set. 

If we set Ci=P-Q.i' we have the case b) and this comp1etes the proof. 

Corol1ary. Let P be a metrizable (H， l)・set in G. Then for each 

μεM(P) there exist ()戸n subsets Ci in P and XoE P such that 

1) Pコ C1コGコC3コ C4 コ・・・ラ Xo ，

2) 1iml ,u 1 (Ci) = Iμ1 件。}，

3) Every closed subset of P-Ci (i= 1, 2, 3,…) is a K-set. 

Proof. By prop. 5, a) or b) of the prop. is true. In the case a) we 

have nothing to prove. In the case b) we can se1ect xoE P and open neiber・

hoods Wi of Xo in P such that 
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(眠コ W2 => W3 => 耽つ ヨゐ
|μ[(W包)<1/2i (i= 1, 2, 3,…) . 

If we rewrite c.UWi by Ci , {Ci: i= 1, 2, 3, ・・・} and Xo satisf�s 1), 2), 3). 
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Lemma 6. Let Q be a compact subset of G and s咋pose ever_ッ closed

subset of Q is a K-set. 可 G-Q3町、 Qコ VコK、 where V is open in Q and 
K is compαct， either of the following 叫 or b) is true. 

(6. 1) 

a) (Q-V)U{xo} is a K-set. 

b) E勺ery continuo回 fur.叫~ion of the form 

( c :ニEεK
長 (x) = ¥ 

1 1 : x ε (Q-V)U {xo}, where cE T , 

is u-ajψroximable by characters. 

Proof Let h be a modular continuous function on Q -( V -K) of the 

form 

(6.2) 
{α x モ k

h(x) = { 
1 1 : xεQ- V, where αε T is of inf�ite order. 

Then there exist 九ε r (i= 1, 2, 3, ・ー) such that 

(6.3) Iri(x)-h(x) <l/i (XEQ一(V-K)) 

and we can choose subsequense {rn, (ぷ0) ， rη2(zル …} of {r1(XO), r2(XO), ・・} which 

converge to some ß ε T. 

a) If ﾟ is of inf�ite order, then (Q -V) U {xo} is a K-set. 

b) If ﾟ is of f�ite order, there exists a positive integer m such that 

p叫 =1 and {(rni)m[(QU{xo}-(V-K): i=1 , 2, 3, …} converge uniformly to h" 

where 

(6. 4) 
(cl" xεk 

h,(x) = ¥ l 1 : x ε (Q- V)U {xo} 

and so the function of the form (6.1) is u・approximable by characters. 

Proposition 7. Let P be a compact subset of G. SuρJうose

1) Every finite subset of P is a K'-set. 

2) For each μEM(P)， there exist open subsets C包 of P and x，。εP such 

that 

a) C1 コ C2 コ C3つ C4 コ・・・ヨ Xo

b) lim [μ [(Ci) = [μ[ {xo} 

c) E切り closed subset of P-C乞 (i= 1, 2, 3,…) is a K-set. 
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Then P is a (H, 1 )-set. 

Proof. If με M(P) ， by condition 2) there exist çι(i = 1, 2, 3,…) and 
z。εP for which a), b), c) hold. 

(1) The case when μ(ェ。} = O. 1n this case, the fact a K -set is a (H, 1)ｭ
set and a simple calculation lead us to 

(7. 1) |μl 伊)=fpily(-xMμ同
(II) The case when μ {xo} 手 O. Fix ε>0 and positive integer io, such 

that 

(7. 2) |μI (Ci , -xo) < ε/22 . 

We can choose {x)) x 2, x3γ ・・ ， x，.} cP-C" and open neiberhoods U，る of xi 

(i = 1, 2, 3,…, n)in p cvsuch that 

r IμI{ぬ)ミ ε /2 (i=1 , 2, 3, …, n) 

(何7. 3剖) ~ Ip凶川μ州州tバ|門{x斗} < εs/2 (XEε P 一 G久0 U円附(いx仙， x巧3， "'， Xみ川z抗川n}

IIp州川川lべ(LdU1ρ以一 {x判川h凶巾， x2巧いい， x3為3， ..., x n }) < ε /23 

We setqIUi=U and P-C。 =Q.

(II) a. At fﾌrst consider the case there exists an open subset V in Q such 

that IpIV<ε/2 and (Q-V)U {ゐ} is a K -set. 1n this case, as in the case (1) 
there exists 7'ε r for which 

(7. 4) Ipl(P)-ε<ILr(一抑制
(II) b. Next consider the case, that for every open set V in Q with 

|μ I(V)< ε/2 ， (Q -V) U {xo} is not a K-set. Then by Lemma 6, for every pair 
(V, K) , where V is open in Q with Iμ I(V)< ε/2 and K is a compact subset 

of V, a continuous function of the form (6.1) is u・approximable by characters. 

Since {xo, x[) 弔，'''， xn} is a K'-set, there exist d1モ T， llε r ， such that 

(7. 5) L: d1l1 ( ぬ)μ{ぬ}>戸 |μI{広島) ε/25 

Also since Q-U is a K-set, there exists d2ε T， 7'2ぞ r ， such that 

(7. 6) ¥ d1d2(ll + 12)( -x)d，μ (x)> Iμ I(Q-U)一ε/26 •
JQ-U 

From (7.3), to each xεQ -U we can correspond an open neiberhood Vx of x 

in Q with 
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(7.7) lμ I(Vx)< ε/2 ， 172(z)-72(ν)<ε/29 11 f11! (νε Vx) 

and since Q -U is compact and μis reguler, we can choose {y" Y2 , …, Ym} 
c Q -U and compact subset K包 of Vyρ(Q-U) such that 

(78) 31 九コQ- U , 1f11 (91 (Ki-:，~:VyJ) > 1μ1 (Q-U)-�/2¥ 

where 九。 =cþ. We set iÇl(Ki-:~:V1jk) =K. By the 向erties of 九 and
Ki' we can choose 73ε r， such that 

r 173( -:r)-d272( -:r)1 < �/2811f111 (:r ε K) 
(7. 9) ~ , 

l73 (- :r)-l ， <ε/28 11 f1 11 (:r ε{ゐ，.1日2， "', :r,,) ) 

Hence from (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), (7.6), (7.8), (7.9), we obtain 

lj。(九十九)(-:r)d，ん ILd1 (71 + 九)(-:r)df11 

>I� d1(71 +73)( -:r)df1 I-(ê/れε/れε/24)
IJ HU {:l'\., X J ,"',x n} 

ミ f (x
o 

，~I，~lt; :r) d，ん!jh744げ1+ 72)(- :r)dμ
-1 ¥ ~dl(71 +73)( -:r)-dI71( -:r)fd，μ| 

(7. 10) 11 川，mnl j l 

-:L {d1(71 + 73)( -:r)-d1d2(71 + 九)(-:r)}df1 
-(ε/22 +ê/23+ε/24) 

>1μI{川内み} + 1μ1 (K)一主 (ε/れε/28 +ε/28)
>1μ1 (P)一(た/2i+ê/22+ε/れ川 >1μ1 (P)ー ξ

Since in (7.4), (7.10)， ε>0 can be arbitrary small, (7.1) is also holds in the 

case (II), and this completes the proof. 

Theorem. Let P be a rnetrizable compact subset of a locally cornpact 

abelina group G, and r be iぉ dual group. Then following a) and b) are 

equivalent. 

G叫) For…ω ch '"μμ川t託叫εdλmヲ 1f1凶川川μ州州川l日1 (P伊作P

b創) 1川) Fo町f ωer~ツy 牛五斥仰III昨t従e s却uωIbおset {:r品0， X b .一….一"， :rιn} ~ザf、 P , {い‘:rO- :rb :roーら…, 
:rO-:rn} is a K-set. 

2) For each μモ M(P)， there e，ょist 0，ρen subsets Ci in P and Y。εP
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such that 

(i) PコCj コGコC3 コ…ヨYo ，

(ii) lim IμI (C.) = Iμ| 旬。}

(iii) Every closed subset of P-C. (i = 1, 2, 3,…) is a K-set. 

Proof a) implies b): a) implies that P is a (H, l)-set, and by Cor. of 
prop. 2, 2) of b) holds. Let ぬεP (i=O, 1, 2，・..， n), c.ε T (i=l , 2, 3,…, n) and 
μ M(P)， withμ {Xo} = 1 ， μ 仇} =c. (i=1 ,2, 3, …. n) ， μ(E)=O if En {xo, Xj) 

…，ゐ}=�. 
F or e > 0, there exists rεr for which 

It/(-X.)p叫
and we have 

11+会r(Xo一品)寸断(一品)の +r(一品)1 

=It/(一品)μ{ぬ)除名 |μI{ぬ)一ε
Since c.εTand ε>0 is arbitrary, this implies that {XO-xb Xo-X2， ・・・ ， xo-xn} 
is a K-set. 

b) implies a): This is true from prop. 7 and the fact a 五nite subset 

{XO, Xj) ..., xn} of G is K'-set if and only if {xo-x j , Xo一品γ .. ， xo-xn} is a 

K-set. 

Example. Let S be the closed unit disk with 0 in the center in the 

complex plane, and r be the set of all continuous functions from S into T. 
r form a discreat group with respect to multiplication. Let G be the dual 

group of r , and then S can be naturally imbedded in G (cf. Kaufman [2]). 

S is a Kronecker set, but T( cS) is not so, since the identity function from 
T to T is not u-approximable by characters, and this shows a closed subset 

of a Kroneker set is not always a Kronecker set. 
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